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The use of digital surveillance technology is rapidly growing as it becomes significantly cheaper
for live and remote monitoring. The second edition of Digital Video Surveillance and Security
provides the most current and complete reference for security professionals and consultants as
they plan, design, and implement surveillance systems to secure their places of business.By
providing the necessary explanations of terms, concepts, and technological capabilities, this
revised edition addresses the newest technologies and solutions available on the market today.
With clear descriptions and detailed illustrations, Digital Video Surveillance and Security is the
only book that shows the need for an overall understanding of the digital video surveillance
(DVS) ecosystem.Highly visual with easy-to-read diagrams, schematics, tables, troubleshooting
charts, and graphsIncludes design and implementation case studies and best practicesUses
vendor-neutral comparisons of the latest camera equipment and recording options

"…if you are in the CCTV and Video Surveillance System industry either as a student, installer,
engineer, designer, integrator, sales or consulting – then this book should be within arms-reach
and once it is, you are likely to keep it very close to you for your next CCTV and Video
Surveillance Project."--Australian Security Magazine, June/July 2014ReviewA manual for
creating a custom digital video security system using the latest technologies without hiring
outside experts or breaking the budgetAbout the AuthorAnthony C. Caputo has been a senior
technical consultant since 1998, with eight years of hands-on DVS and CCTV experience, and
over eighteen years of networking and digital video experience. Worked as a DVS Architect and
system engineer in public transportation, education, retail and municipals having worked on
homeland security and surveillance projects including City of Chicago; New York City; Dallas;
Rochester; and Basra, Iraq. He is also the published author of McGraw-Hill’s Build Your Own
Server and has presented at conferences on the importance of a network security plan, and his
multi-dimensional view for troubleshooting networked video. Caputo also provided the Keynote
Speech "The Future of CCTV" at CCTV World 2011 Conference in Sydney Australia in
December 2011.He is a subject matter expert and is certified in a number of technology
disciplines, including project management with PMI (PMP), CCNA, CWNA, Genetec Omnicast
and Security Center, Firetide Mesh Network Engineer, object-oriented analysis and design for
business process improvement, and a Microsoft Certified Professional. He holds a certification
as an IBM e-business Solution Advisor, helping IBM write the exam for certification and in
encryption and security from the University of Chicago.Read more
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R. Nelson, “picking on the proofreader.. You were good enough to let us look inside your book.
Sorry to break your chops, but in your index section, the book incorrectly publishes the acronym
VSWR definition. It correctly stands for "Voltage Standing Wave Ratio", not "Ration". That being
said and done, it still appears as a valuable book and will not stop me from ordering one,
although it raises a slight reservation.  I hope it is a vigorous text.”

M. Selvamanickaraja, “Really useful referrence. For a novice like me who is not well exposed to
CCTV projects this work turns out well. Your pre-requisite it to know about computers and very
little about analog camera. The author takes you through simple explanation coupled with good
illustration. It does not require you to read the book from cover to cover which requires a lot of
time, something project managers like me don't have much. You can pick and choose a chapter
based on interest or need basis, and guess what the ideas come across crystal clear.”

Jim in Lakewood Colorado, “Good Book, Good Author. Good book, good author. I was a bit
disappointed in the amount of analog content in the new (2014) edition, compared to the newer
digital technology.Mr. Caputo is an excellent writer and provide clear content.”

GABEATHOME, “WOULD EVEN BE A GREAT TEXTBOOK FOR A TECH SCHOOL COURSE.
THIS BOOK IS ANSWERING JUST ABOUT EVERY QUESTION I HAVE HAD ABOUT VIDEO
SURVEILLANCE... WOULD EVEN BE A GREAT TEXTBOOK FOR A TECH SCHOOL
COURSE.”

Frederick F Valego Jr, “EXCELLENT PRODUCT AND SERVICE. Excellent overall service ...
quality product with better than expected delivery ... thanks!”

Fausto Parise, “Five Stars. A great book and I'll be buying more books and etc.”

Davide Schiavon, “Five Stars. Best Videosurveillace book Ever!”

NIEMI PEKKA, “I am pleased.. A thorough and professionally written practical package. I am
pleased.”

The book by Anthony C. Caputo has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 15 people have provided feedback.
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